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I. PERSONS INVOLVED/CONTACTED  
 
Subject Officers  
 
Per the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD), a subject officer is defined as an 
officer or supervisor who participated in, directed, or influenced the application of the use of 
force.  

Name: Officer Malik Grego-Smith, P# 13451   
Date of hire: /08 
Area of assignment:   Summerlin Area Command 
Squad:       
Call sign:      
Vehicle:  19003   
Shift hours: 2200-0600 hours 
Days off: Saturday/Sunday/Monday 
Statement given to FIT: Yes  
Weapon  
 Make: Glock  
 Model: 17  
 Caliber: 9mm  
 Serial number:  
 
Name: Officer Dustin Xaypanya, P# 17239   
Date of hire: /18 

Area of assignment: Summerlin Area Command   
Squad:       
Call sign:      
Vehicle: 19085    
Shift hours: 2200-0600 hours 
Days off: Friday/Saturday/Sunday 
Statement given to FIT: No 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock   
 Model: 45  
 Caliber: 9mm  
 Serial number:  
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Witness Officer 
 
Per LVMPD, a witness officer is an officer or supervisor who did not participate in or directly 
influence the application of the use of force.  
 
Name: Officer Adrian Hunt, P# 9230     
Date of hire:    /06 
Area of assignment: Summerlin Area Command    
Squad:     
Call sign:     
Vehicle:    10536 
Shift hours:    2200-0800 hours 
Days off: Friday/Saturday/Sunday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Civilian Victims 
 
Name: Steven “Craig” McKee  
Date of birth (DOB): /47 
Social Security number (SSN):   
Race: White 
Address: 5116 Spanish Heights Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89148 
Phone number:  
 
Name: Linda McKee  
DOB: /52 
SSN:  
Address: 5116 Spanish Heights Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89148 
Phone number:  
 
Civilian Witness  
 
Name: Richard Wagstaff  
DOB: /61 
Address: 8770 W. Tropicana Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone number:  
Employer: PalAmerican Security 
Occupation:  Security guard 
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Suspects  
 
Name:  Nathaniel Sironen  
DOB:  /80 
SSN:   
ID number:  
Race: White 
Height/Weight: 5’11”/160 pounds 
Hair/Eyes: Brown/Brown 
Address: Transient 
Weapon Hammer 
 
 
 
 
 
Criminal charges/offenses: Assault with a Deadly Weapon (Two counts) 
 Burglary 
 Kidnapping (Two counts) 
 Robbery 
 
II. ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL 
 
The following persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scene(s), however, 
were not documented on the LVMPD unit or briefing logs.   
 
Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical Examiner (CCOCME) Personnel 
1) Assistant Coroner Brett Harding    
2) Investigator Kristen Peters 
 

CCOCME case: 20-07148 
Time & date of death:   0620 hours on December 8, 2020  
Seal:  842022  

 
Hites Funeral Home Personnel 
1) B. Masters 
2) A. Valdez 

 
Collective Bargaining Association Personnel 
  

Las Vegas Police Managers and Supervisors Association (LVPMSA) 
1) Representative Troyce Krumme, P# 7167 

 
Las Vegas Police Protective Association (LVPPA) 
1) Representative John Abel, P# 9835 
2) Representative Daniel Coyne, P# 13023 
3) Representative Brian Grammas, P# 5085 
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4) Representative Steve Grammas, P# 6090 
5) Attorney David Roger  
6) Representative Bryan Yant, P# 6956 

 
Clark County District Attorney’s Office Personnel  
1) Chief Deputy District Attorney Agnes Botelho 
 
Medical Personnel 
 

American Medical Response (AMR) 
1) N. Boyer 
2) D. Dipettis 

 
Clark County Fire Department (CCFD) 
1) C. Gregory 
2) C. Oliveri 
3) N. Terry 
 

Police Employee Assistance Program (PEAP) Personnel 
1) Peer Counselor Darryl McDonald, P# 14031 
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III. INCIDENT TIMELINE 
 
The below timeline based on computer aided dispatch (CAD) provides a reconstruction of events 
which transpired on Tuesday, December 8, 2020, in relation to the fatal OIS that occurred at 
5116 Spanish Heights Drive.  
 

Time  
(hours) 

Description of Event/Action 

0120 Linda McKee called 9-1-1 to report her alarm was activated and a male with a 
hammer was observed in the residence. 

0121 The phone disconnected and recalls went to voice mail. 

0122 The first officer arrived. 

0130 Officer Grego-Smith advised dispatch the suspect was inside the residence and 
requested a Code Red. 

0131 Shots fired was broadcast and medical personnel were requested. 

 
IV. INCIDENT BRIEFING 
 
Upon arrival of investigators, Sergeant Kem De Leonard, P# 9671 conducted a briefing. The 
following persons were present: 
 
1) Assistant Sheriff Brett Zimmerman, P# 3966 
2) Deputy Chief John McGrath, P# 4347 
3) Captain Fred Haas, P# 7420 
4) Captain Sasha Larkin, P# 6234 
5) Sergeant Miguel Garcia, P# 7204 
6) Lieutenant Michael Gennaro, P# 5611 
7) Sergeant Michele Iacullo, P# 7857 
8) Sergeant Shawn Smaka, P# 6098 
9) Detective Trever Alsup, P# 5782 
10) Detective Marc Colon, P# 7585 
11) Detective Jason Leavitt, P# 5814 
12) Detective Scott Mendoza, P# 6878  
13) Detective Blake Penny, P# 6042 
14) Detective Justin Roth, P# 13913 
15) Detective Guy Turner, P# 13518 
16) Detective Wendy Remmers, P# 1523 (Nevada Department of Public Safety Investigations 

Division) 
17) Officer Misael Parra, P# 14415 
18) Crime Scene Investigations (CSI) Director Randal McLaughlin, P# 4170 
19) Crime Scene Analyst (CSA) Supervisor Erik Tufteland, P# 8971 
20) CSA Ivanneth Beltran, P# 16985 
21) CSA  Maeleen Morrison, P# 16191 
 
Following the briefing Detective Alsup was assigned as the lead case agent. Detective Alsup 
was tasked with the responsibility of documenting the crime scene with the following CSI 
personnel:  
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1) CSA Supervisor Tufteland 
2) CSA Beltran 
3) CSA Morrison 
 
V. SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT AND INVESTIGATION  
 
Scene Overview 
 

 
Above: Aerial overview of the OIS location.  
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Above: Close-up aerial view of the OIS location.  

 
Investigative Summary  
 
On December 7, 2020, Richard Wagstaff was working as a uniformed security officer assigned 
to the Spanish Hills community. Wagstaff was assigned to a residence at 5212 Spanish Heights 
Drive which was being renovated. At approximately 2300 hours, Wagstaff entered the residence 
and observed a person looking over the wall of the property. Wagstaff illuminated the subject 
with his flashlight and the person immediately left the area. Wagstaff walked to the street and 
observed the subject approximately 75 yards north of his location but was unable to identify or 
get a description of the subject due to poor lighting conditions.  
 
Between the hours of 2300 hours on December 7, 2020, and 0100 hours on December 8, 2020, 
Sironen was observed on video surveillance entering the yard of 5132 Spanish Heights Drive. 
Sironen was able to gain access into two storage sheds on the property and a storage room 
attached to the residence. Although Sironen rummaged through various items, he appeared to 
have only taken a shovel from the property. 
 
At approximately 0100 hours, Sironen jumped the wall separating 5132 Spanish Heights Drive 
and 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. 5116 Spanish Heights Drive was a four level, single family 
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home. The main portion of the residence was located on the third floor, which was the ground 
level with one level above and two below. The garage was located on the basement level with 
one level below.  
 
Sironen walked down a set of stairs which led to an interior access door. He made entry into the 
residence through the door which was left unlocked. From that level, Sironen accessed the 
garage of the residence, set down the shovel he was carrying, and grabbed a hammer from a 
workbench area. 
 
Steven (Craig) and Linda McKee were in their bedroom on the fourth floor of the residence when 
the alarm activated due to an opened door on the second floor of the house. Craig believed it 
was a false activation due to recent problems with the system and deactivated it to prevent a 
response from the alarm company. Craig walked downstairs to the second level and found the 
fire escape door open. Craig secured the door and decided to check the door leading to the 
garage. 
 
Craig opened the door and observed Sironen standing in the garage. Craig told Sironen to leave 
several times. Sironen then charged at Craig and knocked him down. Sironen stated he was not 
going to leave without a “score”. Craig told Sironen he had some money in an upstairs safe and 
would give it to him. Sironen and Craig then went to the office on the fourth floor. 
 
Linda, still in the bedroom, had heard a noise downstairs and yelled down to ask Craig if 
everything was all right. As Craig and Sironen were in the office, Linda again asked Craig if 
everything was all right and Craig responded, “No”. Linda called 9-1-1 and provided information 
to the call taker. When Linda observed Criag and Sironen exit the office, she informed the call 
taker she had to go and hung up the phone. Sironen observed Linda standing near the bedroom 
doorway and demanded the phone from her.  A call was created and officers were dispatched 
to 5116 Spanish Heights Drive for a burglary in progress. 
 
After taking the phone, Sironen demanded jewelry from Linda and she led him to the closet in 
the bedroom. As Sironen was gathering jewelry, Craig was able to push the panic button on the 
alarm pad. Sironen then led Linda and Craig downstairs. He demanded the car keys which Craig 
gave him, and then stated Linda was leaving with him. When Linda and Craig resisted, Sironen 
stated he would beat them with the hammer if they did not comply.  
 
Officers Grego-Smith, Xaypanya and Hunt all responded to 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. The 
officers arrived and parked south of the residence and approached on foot. Through a window, 
the officers observed Linda, Craig and Sironen inside the residence as they walked towards the 
front door.  
 
According to Officer Grego-Smith, Linda appeared to be nervous. Sironen was removing pictures 
from the wall and was holding a hammer. Officer Grego-Smith tried to open the door but it was 
locked. He knocked on the door several times while telling Linda to open it. When the door was 
unlocked, Officer Grego-Smith pushed it open and entered the residence. 
 
Sironen ran towards Officer Grego-Smith with the hammer in his hand. Officer Grego-Smith 
believed Sironen was going to attempt to flee out the front door. When he was a few feet away 
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from the officer, Sironen turned to his left and continued to run. Sironen approached Craig who 
was standing near a dining table. Sironen appeared to reach towards Craig and raised the 
hammer. Officer Grego-Smith stated he believed Sironen was going to strike Craig with the 
hammer and discharged his firearm. Officer Xaypanya also observed Sironen raise the hammer 
towards Craig and discharged his firearm. 
 
After the officers discharged their firearms, Sironen fell to the ground. The officers gave Sironen 
verbal commands, took him into custody and requested medical personnel. 
 
VI. INTERVIEW SUMMARIES  
 
Subject Officers 
 
Subject officers may provide a recorded or written statement to FIT investigators; however, since 
the statement is voluntary, subject officers have the right to decline providing a statement to FIT 
investigators. If a statement, verbal or written, is provided to FIT investigators, it should be 
obtained from the subject officer(s) at least 48 hours after the incident. Note: The 48-hour waiting 
period may be waived by the subject officer.  

Officer Grego-Smith 
 
On December 11, 2020, at approximately 0805 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Grego-Smith at LVMPD Headquarters. Also present for the 
interview was Detective Leavitt, Sergeant Iacullo, Lieutenant Gennaro, LVPPA representative 
Yant, and PEAP Peer Counselor McDonald. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Grego-Smith was en route to a call when he heard a radio broadcast of a burglary in 
progress. The details stated that the person reporting’s (Linda) residential alarm activated and 
that her husband (Craig) went downstairs to check it. Linda then observed an unknown person 
(Sironen) in the residence. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith assigned himself to the call and responded to the address. Upon arrival, he 
parked a few residences away, waited for other officers, and approached on foot. As he and the 
other officers walked up to the house, Officer Grego-Smith observed Linda, Craig, and Sironen 
through a large window. As the officers got closer, Officer Grego-Smith observed Sironen with 
a hammer in his hand and he was removing pictures from the wall. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith knocked on the door so Linda or Craig would unlock it. Once the door was 
unlocked, he pushed the door open and entered the residence. Sironen ran towards him and 
Officer Grego-Smith believed he was going to attempt to run out the door. As Sironen 
approached him, Officer Grego-Smith knew Sironen had an object in his hand, but was not sure 
if it was the hammer or a knife and was mentally preparing himself to be stabbed. When Sironen 
was a few feet from Officer Grego-Smith, he turned to his left and ran towards Craig. Sironen 
grabbed Craig and raised the object in his hand which Officer Grego-Smith again identified as a 
hammer. Officer Grego-Smith believed Sironen was going to strike Craig with the hammer which 
could possibly kill him. 
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Officer Grego-Smith moved towards Sironen and discharged his firearm to keep Craig from 
being struck with the hammer by Sironen. Sironen fell to the ground and dropped the hammer. 
Officer Grego-Smith advised Dispatch shots had been fired, asked for more units and requested 
medical personnel. The officers then took Sironen into custody. 
 
Officer Xaypanya 
 
On December 8, 2020, approximately 0729 hours, Sergeant Iacullo asked Officer Xaypanya if 
he would provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators; Officer Xaypanya declined.  
 
Witness Officer 
 
Witness officers shall provide a recorded statement to FIT investigators. Witness officer 
statements will be taken at a date, time, and location determined by FIT investigators. 
 
Officer Hunt 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0519 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Hunt at 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. Also present for the 
interview was LVPPA Representative Abel. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete 
details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Officer Hunt was dispatched to a burglary call located at 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. Officer 
Hunt received details of the call that an unknown subject (Sironen) was still inside the residence. 
He arrived near the residence, along with several other officers. As they walked to the front of 
the house, Officer Hunt was informed by Officer Grego-Smith that he saw Sironen inside the 
residence. Officers arrived at the front door and the homeowner (Craig McKee) opened the door. 
Sironen headed toward the officers at the door. Officer Hunt saw Sironen armed with a hammer 
and moved toward Officer Grego-Smith. Sironen then ran toward Criag, who was in the dining 
room area.  
 
Officers drew their firearms and Officer Hunt said he heard gunfire. Officer Hunt stated he was 
not able to fire his weapon due to the other officers that were in front of him. After the shots were 
fired, Officer Hunt gave Sironen verbal commands so they could take him into custody. Officer 
Hunt then focused his attention on Craig who had fallen to the ground during the shooting. Once 
he knew Craig was not injured, Officer Hunt secured his weapon, handcuffed Sironen and 
conducted a pat down for weapons. Officer Hunt located several cell phones, U.S. currency, and 
several vehicle keys that belonged to Craig and Linda. Officer Hunt placed the Sironen into the 
recovery position and they waited for medical personnel to arrive.    
 
Civilian Victims 
 
Steven Craig McKee 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0428 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Craig McKee at 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. Also present for the 
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interview was Detective Remmers. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Craig stated he was in his bedroom when the alarm for the residence was activated. He turned 
off the alarm and noticed a door on the basement level had activated the alarm. Craig was not 
concerned due to having workers in the house and numerous false alarms. Craig walked to the 
basement level and noticed a door leading to the fire escape stairs was open. He closed the 
door and decided to check the other doors to make sure they were secure. 
 
Craig then noticed the door leading to the garage was also open and observed a male (Sironen) 
standing in the door. Craig asked Sironen what he was doing several times and then told him to 
leave. Sironen asked if Craig was going to call the police and Craig told him he would not if he 
left. Sironen then stated he was not going to leave without a “score” and charged after Craig 
knocking him to the ground. 
 
Sironen asked Craig if he had any money in the residence. Craig responded he did but not very 
much and told him it was in the office upstairs. The two walked up the stairs to the office and 
Craig gave Sironen money he had in a drawer. Linda, who was still in the bedroom asked what 
was happening. Sironen asked Linda if she had any jewelry and she replied it was in the closet. 
Sironen led Linda into the closet and began filling a purse with jewelry.  
 
Sironen told Craig and Linda he wanted a car key and led them downstairs. Sironen told Linda 
that he was going to take her with him. When Linda said no, Sironen stated he would take Craig. 
Craig noticed that officers were at the front door and walked over to unlock it. Once the door was 
unlocked, the officers entered and Craig heard gunshots.   
 
Linda McKee 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0516 hours, Detective Leavitt conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Linda McKee at 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. Also present for the 
interview was Detective Remmers. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Linda and her husband, Craig, were in their bedroom when the alarm activated at approximately 
0100 hours. Craig deactivated the alarm and went downstairs to check everything. A short time 
later, Linda heard a “thump” and yelling, so she yelled downstairs to see if everything was okay. 
When she didn’t get a response from Craig, Linda called the security gate but was disconnected. 
 
Linda walked to the stairs and looked down. She observed Craig along with an unknown male 
(Sironen) who was dressed in all black and holding a hammer. Linda again asked Craig if he 
was all right and he responded, “No”. Linda then grabbed her phone and ran into the bathroom 
to call 9-1-1. 
 
When Linda came out of the bathroom, Craig and Sironen were upstairs. Sironen told Linda to 
hang up and give him the phone. Sironen then asked Linda where her jewelry was located and 
Linda told him it was in the closet. Sironen then lead Linda into the closet where he started 
putting jewelry into a purse. 
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Sironen asked Linda if she had any money and Linda told him it was downstairs in her purse. 
Linda, Craig and Sironen then went downstairs and Linda gave him the money in her purse. 
Sironen then told Linda she was going to drive him downtown and drop him off. When Linda told 
him no, Sironen threatened to hit Craig with the hammer he was holding. Linda then agreed and 
put on her slippers and jacket to leave. 
 
As Linda was gathering her belongings, she observed the officers at the front door. Linda and 
Craig both walked to the door and unlocked it. As the officers entered, Sironen raised the 
hammer and walked towards Craig. Linda stated she heard multiple gunshots and then went 
outside. 
 
Civilian Witnesses 
 
Richard Wagstaff 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0431 hours, Detective Colon conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Richard Wagstaff at 5200 block of Spanish Hills Road. Below is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Richard Wagstaff was a security officer for Pal American Security Company which was 
responsible for the Spanish Hills gated community. Wagstaff’s responsibilities for the night of 
December 7, 2020 beginning at 2200 hours, included watching the residence at 5212 Spanish 
Hills Road which was being renovated. 
 
Wagstaff parked his vehicle in front of the residence with a view of both the property and the 
surrounding area. Sometime after 2300 hours, Wagstaff entered the front gate of the property in 
order to use the restroom which was located in front of the residence. While in the restroom. 
Wagstaff observed a person’s head looking over the wall into the property. Wagstaff turned his 
flashlight on and pointed it at the subject. The person appeared to leave the area.  
 
Wagstaff exited the restroom and into the street in an attempt to identify the subject. He observed 
the subject approximately 75 yards north of his location. Wagstaff was unable provide a 
description of the subject due to the poor lighting conditions and the distance. 
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VII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT  
 
Officer Grego-Smith  
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0433 hours, Detective Mendoza interviewed Sergeant 
Jeremiah Beckman P# 9014, in reference to the Public Safety Statement (PSS) he obtained 
from Officer Grego-Smith. Also present during the interview was LVPMSA Representative 
Krumme. Below is the transcript of the interview. Note: Detective Mendoza is designated by (SM) 
and Sergeant Beckman is designated by (JB).  
 
SM: Okay, Operator, this is Detective S. Mendoza, M-E-N-D-O-Z-A, P# 6878, with the Force 

Investigation Team, conducting a recorded Public Safety Statement interview with 

Sergeant Jerm…Jeremiah Beckman. That’s J-E-R-E-M-I-A-H, uh, last name is B-E-C-K-

M-A-N. Uh, Sergeant Beckman’s, uh, P# is 9014. Call sign of  Uh, his date of hire is 

  2006. Uh, works out of the Summerlin Area Command. Squad is  Uh, 

work hours of 2200 to 0800, and days off are Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Uh, also present 

for the interview is, uh, LVPMSA representative T. Krumme, that’s K-R-U-M-M-E. Uh, this 

Public Safety Statement is in reference to an officer-involved shooting that occurred on 

December 8, 2020, at approximately 0131 hours, uh, at the address of 5116 Spanish 

Heights Drive, uh, it’s Las Vegas, NV 89148. Uh, it’s under LVMPD event number 

20…201200031290. Today’s date is December 8, 2020, and time is 0433 hours. This 

statement is being conducted, uh, just north of 5116, uh, Spanish Heights Drive in 

unmarked LVMPD vehicle 20449. All right, Sergeant Beckman, can you please tell me 

who you conducted the first PSS with and the time it was conducted?  

JB: The first PSS was with Officer Malik Grego-Smith. His call sign is  It was 

approximately 0215 when we conducted that statement.  

SM: Okay. Can you read the questions and answers that were gi…uh, given during the 

interview? 

JB: Yes. First question I asked him was, “Did you discharge your firearm?” He said, “Yes.” 

 I asked, “If so, in what direction?” He said, “South.” 

 I asked, “Approximately where were you when you lo…” “Where were you located when 

you fired?” He said, “Base of the stairs in living room, just inside front door.” 

 Then I asked, “How many shots do you think you fired?” He said, “Three.” 

 Next question I asked, “Is anyone injured?” He said, “Suspect.” 

 I asked, “If so, where are they located?” He said, “On floor in living room.” 
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 I then asked, “Are there any outstanding suspects?” He said, “No.” 

 So then A, B, C, D, and E do not apply. 

 Uh, #4: I asked him, “Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?” He said, “No.” 

 So then the other A, B, and C questions do not apply.  

 #5: “Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms?” He said, “Yes.” 

 I asked, “If so, who are they?” He said, “Xaypanya.” 

 I then asked, “Approximately were was the officer located when they fired?” and he said, 

“To my right side.” 

 Uh, question #6: I asked him, “Are there any weapons or evidence that need to be secured 

or protected?” He said, “The hammer.” 

 If…I asked, “If so, where are they located?” and he said, “Near the body.” 

 And for the seventh question I asked, “Are you aware of any witnesses?” He said, “Yes, 

two.” 

 “If so, what is their location?” And he said the wife was in vehicle #19003 and the husband 

was in vehicle #19001. 

 And that’s the end of the statement. 

SM: Okay. All right. And that would conclude the, the interview that you had with the officer? 

JB: Yes. 

SM: Okay. All right. Uh, Operator, this will be end of the interview. Same persons present. 

Time of 0436 hours. 

Officer Xaypanya 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0437 hours, Detective Mendoza interviewed Sergeant 
Beckman in reference to the PSS he obtained from Officer Xaypanya. Also present during the 
interview was LVPMSA Representative Krumme. Below is the transcript of the interview. Note: 
Detective Mendoza is designated by (SM) and Sergeant Beckman is designated by (JB).  
 
SM: Okay, Operator, this is Detective S. Mendoza, M-E-N-D-O-Z-A, P# 6878, with the Force 

Investigation Team, conducting a recorded Public Safety Statement interview with 

Sergeant Jeremiah Beckman, uh, J-E-R-E-M-I-A-H, last name is B-E-C-K-M-A-N, P# 

9014. Call sign is  His date of hire is   2006. Uh, works out of the 

Summerlin Area Command. His squad is  Uh, work hours are 2200 to 0800 hours, 

and days off are Friday, Saturday, Sunday. Also present for the interview is LVPMSA 

representative, uh, T. Krumme, K-R-U-M-M-E. Uh, this Public Safety Statement is 
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reference an officer-involved shooting that occurred on December 8, 2020, at 

approximately 0131 hours, uh, in the…at the location of 5116 Spanish Heights Drive, Las 

Vegas, NV 89148. Uh, this is reference LVMPD event number 201200031290. Today’s 

date is December 8, 2020, and time is 0437 hours. Uh, this statement is being conducted, 

uh, north of 5116 Spanish Heights Drive in unmarked LVMPD vehicle 20449. All right, uh, 

Sergeant Beckman, can you please tell me who you conducted the second, uh, PSS with 

and the time it was conducted? 

JB: Yes. The second PSS was with Officer Dustin Xaypanya. His call sign is  

And the approximate time was 0220 hours.  

SM: Okay. Can you, um, go into the details of the Public Safety Statement? 

JB: Yes. Um, first question I asked him, “Did you discharge your firearm?” He said, “I did.” 

 I then asked, “If so, in what direction?” He said, “Towards the suspect.” 

 I then asked him, “Approximately where were you located when you fired?” He said, 

“Inside the residence, near the front door.” 

 I then asked, “How many shots do you think you fired?” He said, “Two.” 

 Uh, the second question I asked, “Is anyone injured?” He ss…he said, “Other than the 

suspect, no.” 

 I then asked, “If so, where are they located?” He said, “In custody on the ground.” 

 Uh, third question: “Are there any outstanding suspects?” He said, “No,” and therefore A, 

B, C, D, and E do not apply.  

 Fourth question: “Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?” He said, “No.” 

 A, B, and C do not apply.  

 #5: “Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms?” He said, “Yes.” 

 I then asked, “If so, who are they?” He said, “Officer Malik.” 

 And I asked, “Approximately where was the officer located when they fired?” He said, “In 

front of me in a tactical L.” 

 Uh, the sixth question I asked: “Are there any weapons or evidence that need to be 

secured or protected?” He said, “Just the hammer the suspect had, and I believe he had 

a couple folding knives in his back pocket.” 

 I then asked, “If so, where are they located?” He said, “Hammer was on the ground.” 

 The final question: “Are you aware of any witnesses?” He said, “The officers and 

homeowners.” He elaborated. He said, “Officer Hunt and Grego-Smith.” 
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 And then I asked, “If so, what is their location?” He said, “Here.” 

SM: All right. That concluded the questions that you asked Officer Xaypanya? 

JB: Yes. 

SM: Okay. All right, Operator, this is gonna be end of the interview. Same persons present. 

Time of 0440 hours.  

VIII. DESCRIPTION OF SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0215 hours, CSA Morrison responded to 5116 Spanish 
Heights Drive to photograph and document the scene, and photograph and collect evidence. 
The following are some of the photographs taken of the overall scene and items impounded as 
evidence. For additional details, refer to Appendix A to view CSA Morrison’s corresponding 
Crime Scene Investigation Report in its entirety, and Appendix B to view CSA Beltran’s 
corresponding Evidence Impound Report in its entirety. 
    

       
Front of 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. (Top left) 
Hammer carried by Sironen at the time of the OIS. (Top right)    
 

      
Purse taken by Sironen containing jewelry and iPads. (Top left) 
Jewelry recovered from inside the purse. (Top right) 
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Money, cell phones, and car key recovered from Sironen’s pocket. (Top left) 
Officers’ positions at the time of the OIS. (Top right) 

 
IX. SCENE WALK-THROUGH 
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through was to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer locations at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
Officer Grego-Smith  
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0733 hours, Officer Grego-Smith provided a walk-
through of the scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Sergeant Iacullo 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Mendoza 
4) Detective Penny 
5) CSI Director McLaughlin 
6) CSA Supervisor Tufteland  
7) LVPPA Representative Yant 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Grego-Smith relayed 
the following information: 
 
Officer Grego-Smith placed an orange traffic cone to represent his location at the time he 
discharged his firearm. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith responded to a burglary in progress call. The officers made entry into the 
residence and Officer Grego-Smith observed the suspect (Sironen) coming towards him with an 
object in his left hand. Officer Grego-Smith told Sironen to “stop.” Sironen turned to the south 
and became involved in a struggle with the homeowner (Craig). Sironen raised the hammer and 
Officer Grego-Smith believed Sironen was about to strike Craig with the hammer. Officer Grego-
Smith closed the distance between him and Sironen and fired his weapon. 
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Officer Xaypanya  
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 0725 hours, Officer Xaypanya provided a walk-through 
of the scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Sergeant Iacullo 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Mendoza 
4) Detective Penny 
5) CSI Director McLaughlin 
6) CSA Supervisor Tufteland 
7) LVPPA attorney David Roger  
8) LVPPA Representative Yant 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Xaypanya relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Xaypanya placed an orange traffic cone to represent his location at the time he 
discharged his firearm. 
 
Officer Xaypanya stated he responded to a burglary in progress call with other officers. Officer 
Xaypanya approached the residence with Officers Grego-Smith and Hunt. Officer Xaypanya 
observed the male and female homeowner (Craig and Linda) inside the residence along with 
another subject (Sironen).  
 
Craig unlocked and opened the door and the officers made entry. Sironen was armed with a 
hammer and went after Craig. Sironen was approximately one foot from Craig and raised the 
hammer above his head. Officer Xaypanya stated the hammer could have caused death or 
substantial bodily harm if Craig was hit with it. He and Officer Grego-Smith both discharged their 
firearms.  
 
X. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS 
 
On December 8, 2020, Officers Grego-Smith and Xaypanya had their duty weapons counted 
down at 5116 Spanish Heights Drive. Subject and witness officers were photographed by CSI 
personnel for appearance purposes and their weapons were photographed for identification 
purposes.  
 
Officer Grego-Smith  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Sergeant Iacullo  
2) Detective Penny 
3) Officer Grego-Smith 
4) SCSA Ubbens 
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5) SCSA Browning 
6) LVPPA Representative Coyne 
 
Officer Grego-Smith was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Grego-Smith wore 
a black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in Patrol. Officer 
Grego-Smith’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown Officer Grego-Smith stated he carried 17 cartridges in the magazine loaded 
in his firearm and one cartridge in the chamber (17+1, 18 total).  
 

Make  Glock 

Model 17 

Serial Number  

Caliber 9mm  

Weapon Mounted Light Streamlight TLR-1 

Ammunition Speer 

Cartridge in Chamber 1  

Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 14 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Grego-Smith discharged his 
firearm 3 times during this incident. Officer Grego-Smith’s firearm, magazine, and cartridges 
were photographed and impounded by SCSA Browning.  
 
Officer Xaypanya  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Sergeant Iacullo  
2) Detective Penny 
3) Officer Xaypanya 
4) SCSA Ubbens 
5) SCSA Browning 
6) LVPPA representative Coyne 
 
Officer Xaypanya was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Xaypanya wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in patrol. Officer 
Xaypanya’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown Officer Xaypanya stated he carried 17 cartridges in the magazine loaded in 
his firearm and one cartridge in the chamber (17+1, 18 total).  
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Make  Glock 

Model 45 

Serial Number  

Caliber 9mm  

Weapon Mounted Light Streamlight TLR-1 

Ammunition Speer 

Cartridge in Chamber 1  

Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 14 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Xaypanya discharged his firearm 
3 times during this incident. Officer Xaypanya’s firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by CSA Browning.  
 
XI. BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE SUMMARIES  
 
The Axon Flex body worn camera (BWC) time stamps videos in Zulu Time, also known as 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), which is the world time based on a 24-hour clock. The time is 
based on the Prime Meridian, which is zero degrees longitude and passes through Greenwich, 
England. 
 
Officers activated their BWCs at different times during the incident. There is a seven-hour 
negative difference between the event time and displayed Zulu Time. Axon BWCs also have a 
“time drift” where the camera’s internal clock drifts from actual time based on when the cameras 
are synced when the camera is docked. Each BWC can display a different time based on a time 
drift. 
 
The following are summaries of BWC footage from the subject and witness officers who were 
on scene at the time of the OIS. 
 
Officer Hunt 
 
Officer Hunt was wearing a BWC at the time of the incident and the camera was activated. The 
camera was collected by Sergeant Iacullo and secured. The video footage captured was later 
viewed by detectives on December 8, 2020, at 0325 hours. 
 
Officer Hunt’s camera footage depicted the following: 
 
Officer Hunt arrived and parked behind Officer Grego-Smith. Officer Hunt approached Officer 
Grego-Smith’s vehicle and the two discussed their approach to the residence. The officers then 
walked towards the front of the residence and were joined by Officer Xaypanya. 
 
As the officers walked from the street to the front door, Officer Hunt advised he would go “hands 
on.” Officer Grego-Smith was observed walking in front of Officer Hunt and then ran to the front 
door. Officer Grego-Smith knocked on the door several times and said “Open the door. Hurry 
up, open the door.” 
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Once the door was unlocked, Officer Grego-Smith entered the residence and stated, “No, no, 
no! Fuck!” and backed up. Officer Grego-Smith drew his firearm and moved forward into the 
residence followed by Officer Xaypanya. As the officers enter the residence, Sironen ran towards 
the dining room table. Sironen had a hammer in his hand which was raised and he appeared to 
be moving towards Craig.  
 
Several gunshots were heard and Sironen fell to the ground. The officers gave Sironen verbal 
commands and requested medical personnel. Officer Hunt approached the hammer, which was 
within reach of Sironen, and moved it with his foot. The officers continued to give Sironen verbal 
commands while Officer Hunt placed him in handcuffs.  
 
Officer Grego-Smith 
 
Officer Grego-Smith was wearing a BWC at the time of the incident and the camera was 
activated. The camera was collected by Sergeant Iacullo and secured. The video footage 
captured was later viewed by detectives on December 8, 2020 at 0330 hours. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith’s camera footage depicted the following:  
 
Officer Grego-Smith arrived in the area of 5116 Spanish Heights Drive and parked his vehicle 
north of the residence. He directed arriving units and tried to establish a perimeter around the 
residence while waiting for other officers. Another officer, Officer Hunt, arrived and the two 
discussed their plan for approaching the residence. As they walked to the residence, they were 
joined by Officer Xaypanya. 
 
While walking up the driveway, the officers observed Sironen inside the residence along with 
Linda and Craig. Officer Grego-Smith acknowledged seeing Sironen inside and asked for a Code 
Red to limit radio traffic on the channel. Officer Grego-Smith quickly approached the front door 
and began knocking on it. Officer Grego-Smith stated “Open the door. Hurry up, open the door.” 
 
As the door opened, Officer Grego-Smith’s BWC captured Sironen running towards the front 
door. Sironen was observed to have an object (hammer) in his left hand. Officer Grego-Smith 
backed up and was heard saying “No, no, no! Fuck!” as Sironen turned towards Craig. Sironen 
reached out towards Craig with his right hand as he raised his left hand and the hammer. Officer 
Grego-Smith was heard several times saying “no” and “stop” as he entered the residence and 
closed the distance to Sironen. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith discharged his firearm and Sironen fell to the ground. Officer Grego-Smith 
ordered Sironen to get down several times and instructed him to roll away from the hammer. He 
then advised the dispatcher shots had been fired and requested medical personnel. Officer 
Grego-Smith continued giving Sironen verbal commands until he was taken into custody. 
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Officer Xaypanya 
 
Officer Xaypanya was wearing a BWC at the time of the incident and the camera was activated. 
The camera was collected by Sergeant Iacullo and secured. The video footage captured was 
later viewed by detectives on December 8, 2020, at 0334 hours. 
 
Officer Xaypanya’s camera footage depicted the following:  
 
Officer Xaypanya arrived and parked his vehicle on Spanish Heights Drive. He then walked and 
met with Officers Grego-Smith and Hunt who had started to approach the residence on foot. 
Upon reaching the driveway, Officer Xaypanya stated, “I can see him in the kitchen.” Officer 
Grego-Smith knocked on the front door several times when the officers reached it. 
 
Officer Grego-Smith entered the residence once the door was unlocked. Officer Grego-Smith 
was heard saying “no” several times as Sironen approached. Sironen was then observed 
running to the south and Officer Grego-Smith appeared to pursue him. Officer Grego-Smith was 
again heard yelling “no” and stop several times. As Officer Xaypanya entered the residence and 
turned to his right, Sironen was observed grabbing Craig with his right hand and raising the 
hammer with his left hand. 
 
Officer Xaypanya and Officer Grego-Smith discharged their firearms and Sironen fell to the 
ground. The officers then gave Sironen verbal commands and requested medical personnel. 
 
XII. THIRD PARTY VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
Recorded video surveillance footage was recovered from multiple cameras at 5116 Spanish 
Heights Drive. The footage was recovered by detectives from the Digital Investigations Bureau 
(DIB). 
 
From a camera labeled  Sironen was observed in the yard of 5132 
Spanish Heights Drive. After several minutes, Sironen jumped the wall that separated 5132 and 
5116 Spanish Heights Drive. He walked east causing the motion activated lights to illuminate. 
Sironen was observed carrying a shovel as he descended the stairs on the south side of the 
residence which led to the basement level. 
 
From a camera labeled  Sironen was observed entering the garage 
carrying a shovel. Sironen walked around the garage and appeared to set down the shovel and 
picked up an object consistent with the size and shape of a hammer. He then walked north 
through the garage. 
 
From camera labeled ”, Sironen was observed entering a door into a small 
room which housed computer and surveillance equipment. A short time later, Sironen exited the 
room and walked through the garage. He then opened a door which led to the interior of the 
residence. He stayed at the open door for over two minutes before turning around and walking 
away. As Sironen walked away, Craig was observed opening the door. It appeared that Craig 
and Sironen engaged in a conversation before Sironen charged after Craig who attempted to 
run and close the door. Sironen opened the door and chased Craig into the residence. 
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XIII. SEARCH WARRANTS  
 
A telephonic search warrant was obtained by Detective Penny from Judge Ronald Israel for 5116 
Spanish Heights Drive. The following personnel served the search warrant and documented the 
results: 
   
1) Sergeant Iacullo 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Penny 
4) SCSA Browning 
5) CSA Beltran 
 
The following items were impounded as part of the search warrant: 
  
1) The body of Sironen 
2) Cartridge casings 
3) Bullets and bullet fragments 
4) Hammers 
5) Video surveillance footage 
 
CSA Beltran took overall photographs of 5116 Spanish Heights Drive, and photographed the 
items in place prior to recovering them.  
 
XIV. AUTOPSY  
 
On December 8, 2020, at approximately 1025 hours, under CCOCME case 20-07148, Sironen 
was prepared for autopsy. On December 9, 2020 at approximately 0900 hours, an autopsy was 
performed on the body of Nathaniel Sironen at the CCOCME by Doctor Gavin.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Forensic Assistant R. Rosales 
2) Detective Alsup 
3) Detective Penny 
4) CSA Haugh 
 
The following items of evidence were impounded: 
 
1) One Buccal Swab Kit in the name of Nathaniel Sironen with a DOB of /1980 
2) One white sheet stained with apparent blood 
3) One black “COPPER FIT” glove (right) stained with apparent blood, size L/XL 
4) One black “COPPER FIT” glove (left) stained with apparent blood, size L/XL 
5) One black “Champions 3-IN-1 SYSTEMS jacket with apparent blood and defects to the 

front, left sleeve, and back, size M 
6) One black “Calvin Klein” long sleeve shirt with blue accents, stained with apparent blood, 

medically cut, and with defects to the front, left sleeve, and back, size L 
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7) One gray “GILDAN” t-shirt with a design on the front, stained with apparent blood, medically 
cut, and defects to the front and back, size XL 

8) One pair of blue “AMERICAN EAGLE” jeans with manufactured defects; size 31x32 
9) One pair of black “all in motion” thermal stretch pants stained with apparent blood, size m 
10) One pair of red “HANES” boxer briefs stained with apparent blood and defect to the right 

waistband 
11) One black neck gaiter stained with apparent blood 
12) Two pairs of black socks (two socks on the right and two socks on the left. 
13) One pair of black and white “George” tennis shoes, with the right shoe size 10 – the left 

shoe size 10 ½ and with a screw in the sole 
14) Bullet 
15) Two bullet fragments 

 
The following wounds/injuries were noted on Sironen: 
 
1) Gunshot wound to the right hip 
2) Gunshot wound to the right upper chest 
3) Gunshot wound to the back right of the right upper arm with corresponding injury to the 

front upper arm 
4) Gunshot wound to the left chest 
5) Three gunshot wounds to the right upper shoulder blade 
6) Abrasions to the right wrist 
7) Abrasions to the right inner forearm 
8) Abrasions to the left wrist 
9) Abrasions to the back of the left shoulder 

 
Upon the completion of toxicology testing, the following results were noted: 
 
 
 
On January 20, 2020, the CCOCME provided FIT with completed reports reference their 
investigation of the death of Sironen. After a thorough review of facts and circumstances and a 
complete autopsy, Doctor Gavin opined Sironen died as a result of multiple gunshot wounds. 
The manner of death was homicide.  
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XV. FORENSICS REQUESTS/RESULTS 
 
Firearm Examinations 
 
Function Testing and Ballistic Comparison Evidence 
 
On December 14, 2020, an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective 
Alsup on Officers’ Grego-Smith’s and Xaypanya’s firearms for a function tests and ballistic 
comparison evidence.  
 
On January 14, 2021, Forensic Claudia Nolasco Inga, P# 17441, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Firearms. Refer to Appendix C for results.   
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